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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0535361A2] In a sheet feeder for sheet-processing machines, in particular sheet-fed printing machines, having a pile table (2) for
receiving a main pile (4), which pile table (2) can be raised and/or lowered by means of a main hoist (3), and having a nonstop device with at least
one, preferably two, supporting rack(s) (13) for receiving a residual pile (4a) from the pile table (2), on which subsequently there can be received a
new pile, onto which the residual pile (4a) can be deposited, which supporting racks (13) lying laterlly opposite one another being retractable and
extendible by means of a rack drive device (18), can be received in grooves (5a) of the pile table (2) and can be raised and lowered by means of an
auxiliary hoist (10), high functional reliability and freedom from disruption can be achieved in that there are provided in the region of at least one rack
bar (14) contact sensors (22, 23) one of which faces upwards and one downwards and with the aid of which the reception of the residual pile (4a) by
the nonstop device and the provision of a new pile (4) below the residual pile (4a) are detectable. <IMAGE>
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